
03080: "several songs heard from the beginning with myrthe singing and watching a 

dysney movie while in the mountains and then also listening to jacek playing 

guitar as well as the last release of david bowie album before his death and back 

in holland spending a day in amersfoort listening the bell playing the freddy 

mercury as well as music herd while waiting for my tires to be replaced and lastly 

in italy hearing old gianna at times singing briefly old songs as well as hearing 

her television while going briefly in her house"

18086: "a month with little wind to begin with experienced while building the 

bike shed outside of myrthe's house in the netherlands and then feeling more wind 

while with august there walking by the river or biking out of den haag on the 

beach and then driving to italy and experiencing much wind while on the most 

eastern end of venice while feeling little to no wind renovating my barn in the 

mountains"

16090: "a very intense month with at first a nice warm sun in the netherlands 

turned into a brief snow and then days spent with august there with all kinds of 

weather before changing replacing my tyres for the summer and driving to italy 

finding sun but a lot of snow in the alps and even in my property to then get 

immediate days of warm sun melting the snow in no time but cold nights spent 

without any heating"

05089: "walks taken in the netherlands going again by the river and then with 

august exploring a bit of amsterdam and later walking in den haag and on the beach 

there to finally come to italy and following my stepfather in the labyrinth of 

venice loosing several times my sense of orientation and also going for a one day 

exploration of padua finding very interesting sites i never visited and later 

walking quite little in the mountains mostly doing renovation work beside one day 

following  my  aunt  over  the  city  of  marostica  reaching  the  village  where  my 

grandmother was born and where she is buried"

10074: "people met in italy while on christmas vacation renting a house with 

myrhte and jacek at the foot of my highland and meeting folk particularly on a day 

of an excursion over the mountain that made me rediscover the tretto region and 

getting a ride down by one of a lonely woman from padua and later driving to my 

highland to deliver some medicine for my uncle to send to my sick father and 

meeting his neighbour with her son"

17063: "a month moving to the swedish countryside and observing most of the 

clouds there beside a wonderful holiday in madrid and then traveling with the 

family to andalucia observing some clouds also while in the wonderful sierra 

nevada"

01147: "a month started in holland conducting much of my discipline beside some 

time spent with august touring around and also with him finishing the bike shed 

before  traveling  by  car  to  italy  and  there  starting  to  work  alone  on  the



foundation of the barn digging a lot aside for some breaks with my parents and 

later with myrthe in venice and ultimately doing a lot of planting of fruit trees"

12109: "still a lot of killing in muslim countries with several attacks now also 

striking the heart of europe again looking at the news most seldom being up in the 

mountains and going to my old neighbour to watch the news particularly after the 

terror attacks"

04077: "a memorable yet straining month doing a lot of physical work in my alpine 

barn bringing me in a rather stable emotional state reading regularly seneca and 

feeling strong within with some moments of delusions with the works never actually 

starting and again some issues with myrthe wanting to go to a festival but then 

spending a nice weekend together also in venice where my temper got high with the 

locals skipping queues at the ferry but then being a little crazy roaming the city 

without my parents and feeling happy of the fruit garden i planted despite all the 

elders keeping me under surveillance telling what not to do"

15078: "a month started in the mountains breathing the bad air produced by the 

new stove dropping on the iron plate and then experiencing quite some traffic 

driving to visit my grandmother's grave and later to vicenza after the fresh air 

of the mountains and also followed by the nice air in sweden mostly breath while 

indoor and later going out for walks and for a bike ride but facing quite some 

traffic as well as the dust from the winter gravel"

16091: "a month started in the mountains with sun but still the cold air coming 

from the mountains filled with snow and then at last getting a little rain and 

experiencing warmth of middays particularly while in venice and at last going to 

sweden to find at first a very cold and gray weather but later sun warming up the 

minus degree nights and going to the beach also with august to enjoy the crystal 

air and at last coming back to italy finding more rain and even a storm making all 

the fields very green"

18087: "a month with little or no wind but cold coming from the mountains filled 

with snow and then experiencing quite some wind back in sweden finding a rather 

harsh weather and then total calm making a most still landscape"

05090: "a month with still some walking despite most of the time spent renovating 

the barn in the alps and there taking a one day of break walking to the nice 

branzome cliff and taking more walks visitng my parents both in vicenza and later 

in venice walking very extensively and quite much improvising with myrthe and at 

last in sweden taking advantage of the nice blue sky to walk several times the old 

train road in djursholm taking me straight to the beach and walking both with 

jacek and later with august circumnavigating the rich neighborhood and at last 

going by foot all the way to the central station to catch the bus to the airport"

08060: "fable composed over a long period of time feeling much inspired about



sweden and in particular my ex-wife's grandfather living alone by a lake fishing 

and coming up quite many times about suicide possible inspired by the dark weather 

there but also by the sardine i know more often use in my pasta sauce"

10075: "at last photographing myrthe's mother during her visit to italy and then 

meeting folk traveling back to sweden like a russian circus performer and an 

italian student to then get more in the academic environment and meeting a spanish 

guy studying political science and an italian designer also doing her doctorate 

degree and at last meeting cool people attending an artistic research conference 

like a dutch portuguese singer and a canadian art professor"

17064: "still clouds recorded while in the swedish countryside having given up 

the stockholm apartment taking long lonely walks"


